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Abstract
The properties of uniform hyperbolicity and dominated splitting have been intro-
duced to study the stability of the dynamics of diffeomorphisms. One meets difficulties
when one tries to extend these definitions to vector fields and Shantao Liao has shown
that it is more relevant to consider the linear Poincaré flow rather than the tangent flow
in order to study the properties of the derivative.
In this paper we define the notion of singular domination, an analog of the domi-
nated splitting for the linear Poincaré flow which is robust under perturbations. Based
on this, we give a new definition of multi-singular hyperbolicity which is equivalent to
the one recently introduced by Bonatti-da Luz in [BdL]. The novelty of our definition is
that it does not involve the blowup of the singular set and the renormalization cocycle
of the linear flows.
1 Introduction
The stability and the robust properties of a dynamical system are often associated to
invariant structures on the tangent bundle. For instance the uniform hyperbolicity [A, S]
characterizes the structural stability [M2, H], but various forms of hyperbolicity have been
proposed to investigate other robust properties, such as Liao’s star property [L2] or robust
transitivity.
One of theweakest hyperbolicity is the notion ofdominated splitting that appeared in the
works of Liao [L3], Mañé [M1], Pliss [P]. For diffeomorphisms this occurs once the system
is robustly transitive [BDP]. In the flow case there exist robustly transitive systems which do
not admit any dominated splitting of the tangent flow (see Proposition 3.3), but for another
linear flow, defined by Liao [L1], and called linear Poincaré flow.
For flows admitting singularities, a direct generalization of the hyperbolicity or domina-
tionmay not exist, ormay not persist under small perturbations (see Proposition 3.7 below).
In dimension 3, [MPP] have defined singular hyperbolicity to make the hyperbolicity of sin-
gularities coherentwith the hyperbolicity of the periodic orbits, as it occurs inside the Lorenz
*S.C was partially supported by the ERC project 692925 NUHGD. D.Y was partially supported by NSFC
11671288, 11822109, 11790274. J. Z was partially supported by the starting grant from Beihang University and
by the ERC project 692925 NUHGD.
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attractor. In higher dimension, the singular hyperbolicity is not compatible with the coexis-
tence of singularities with different stable dimensions. In order to characterize star systems,
such as the 5-dimensional example [dL], a more general property calledmulti-singular hy-
perbolicity has been recently introduced by Bonatti and da Luz [BdL]: the definition (pre-
sented in section 5) involves in blow up at the singularities, extended linear Poincaré flow
and rescalings by certain dynamical cocyles.
The aim of this text is to give an alternative definition of the multi-singular hyperbolic-
ity without using cocycles and blowup. To that purpose, we first define and investigate the
notion of singular domination for the linear Poincaré flow.
Throughout this paper, we consider the set X 1(M) of C 1-vector fields on a closed man-
ifold M . Given X ∈ X 1(M), we denote by (ϕt )t∈R the flow generated by X and by Sing(X )
the set of singularities. Its derivative induces a linear flow (Dϕt ) on the tangent bundle TM .
One can also consider the normal bundle N |M\Sing(X ) obtained as the quotient of the tan-
gent bundle by the flow direction R.X on M \ Sing(X ): the tangent flow induces the linear
Poincaré flow (Ψt ) on the normal bundle (see also section 2).
The notion of dominated splittingmaybe defined in the general setting of linear flows: let
us consider a linear bundleB→Λ over a spaceΛ and a linear flow (At ) on B which extends
a flow (ϕt ) on Λ. An invariant splitting B = E ⊕F into linear subbundles with constant
dimension is dominated for (At ) if there exist η,T > 0 such that
‖At |E (x)‖ ·‖A−t |F (ϕt (x))‖ < e
−ηt for any x ∈Λ and t > T .
The dimension i = dim(E ) is called index of the splitting.
The bundle E is uniformly contracted by (At ) if there are η,T > 0 such that
‖At |E (x)‖< e
−ηt for any x ∈Λ and t > T .
AndF is uniformly expanded if there are η,T > 0 such that ‖A−t |F (x)‖ < e−ηt for x ∈Λ, t > T .
If the tangent flow has a dominated splitting TM |Λ = E ss ⊕ F with E ss uniformly con-
tracted over an invariant set Λ, it is well-known that any point x ∈ Λ admits a well defined
stable manifoldW ss(x) tangent to E ss(x). Similarly for a splitting TM |Λ = E ⊕Euu with Euu
uniformly expanded, any point ofΛ admits an unstablemanifoldW uu(x) tangent to Euu(x).
a– Singular domination. It is classical that the existence of a dominated splitting for the
linear Poincaré flow on a non-singular invariant compact set is a robust property [BDV, Ap-
pendix B.1]. But the domination for linear Poincaré flow over a set containing singularities
may not be preserved after small perturbations. This motivates the following stronger no-
tion.
Definition 1.1. Let X ∈X 1(M) and Λ be an invariant compact set. A (Ψt )-invariant decom-
position N |Λ\Sing(X ) =N1⊕N2 is a singular dominated splitting if
i. N1⊕N2 is dominated1;
ii. at each singularity σ∈Λ∩Sing(X ),
1Since Λ \ Sing(X ) is not compact, one needs to specify a metric on N |Λ\Sing(X ) for which the definition of
domination holds: one considers here the quotient metric induced by any Riemannian metric onM .
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• either there exists a dominated splitting of the form TσM = E ss⊕F for (Dϕt )t∈R such
that E ss is uniformly contracting, dim(E ss)= dim(N1) andW ss(σ)∩Λ= {σ},
• or there exists a dominated splitting of the form TσM = E ⊕Euu for (Dϕt )t∈R such
that Euu is uniformly expanding, dim(Euu)= dim(N2) andW uu(σ)∩Λ= {σ}.
The links between singular domination of the linear Poincaré flow and domination of
the tangent flow are discussed in Section 3.1: the existence of a dominated splitting for the
tangent flow correspond to the special casewhere one of the bundles is uniformly contracted
or expanded (see Propositions 3.1 and 3.4).
Any dominated splitting for a continuous linear cocycle over a compact space is robust
under perturbations. Due to the singularity, this is not always true for arbitrary dominated
splitting of the linear Poincaré flow. However the next result shows that the existence of a
singular domination is a robust property.
Theorem A. Let X ∈ X 1(M) and Λ be a compact invariant set admitting a singular domi-
nated splitting of index i . Then there exist neighborhoodsU of X andU ofΛ such that for any
Y ∈U , the maximal invariant set inU admits a singular dominated splitting of index i .
Conversely, one will show (see Proposition 3.7 below) that if a vector field robustly ad-
mits a domination in a compact region for the linear Poincaré flow, then (under a very mild
assumption) the definition of singular domination holds on that compact region.
b–Multisingular hyperbolicity. We also introduce the following notion.
Definition 1.2. Let X ∈X 1(M). An invariant compact setΛ ismulti-singular hyperbolic if:
i. Λ admits a singular dominated splitting N s ⊕N u ;
ii. there exist η,T > 0 and a compact isolating neighborhood V of Λ∩Sing(X ) such that
‖Ψt |N s (x)‖ < e
−ηt and ‖Ψ−t |N u(ϕt (x))‖ < e
−ηt whenever x,ϕt (x) ∈Λ\V and t > T .
iii. each singularityσ ∈Λ∩Sing(X ) admits a dominated splitting TσM = E ss⊕E c⊕Euu with
dim(E ss)= dim(N s), dim(Euu)= dim(N u) such that if ρss , ρuu denote the spectral radii
of Dϕ1|E ss and Dϕ−1|Euu and if ρc is the eigenvalue of Dϕ1 along E c , then
max(ρss ,ρuu)<min(ρc ,1/ρc )< 1.
The dimension of dim(N s) is uniquely defined and is called index of Λ.
Remark 1. 1. The multi-singular hyperbolicity we define here is literally different from
the notion defined in [BdL]. In fact we will see in section 5 that the two notions coin-
cide (under some very mild assumption), so that we can keep using the same name.
2. Singularities satisfying (iii) are exactly the Lorenz-like singularities (see Section 2.e). In
fact, in an invariant compact set satisfying the two first properties of theDefinition 1.2,
the third property holds under a mild condition (see Proposition 4.3).
3. For singularitiesσ ∈Λ such that E c(σ) is attracting andW u(σ)∩Λ\ {σ} 6= ;, the singu-
lar domination impliesW ss(σ)∩Λ = {σ}. An analogous property holds when E c(σ) is
expanding.
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Themulti-singular hyperbolicity is an open property.
Theorem B. Let X ∈ X 1(M) and Λ be a multi-singular hyperbolic set. Then there exist a
C 1-neighborhood U of X and a neighborhoodU of Λ such that the maximal invariant set of
Y ∈U inU is multi-singular hyperbolic.
One then naturally defines amulti-singular hyperbolic vector field as a vector field whose
chain-recurrent set is the union of muti-singular hyperbolic sets and hyperbolic singulari-
ties.
From Theorem B, the set of multi-singular vector fields is C 1-open. Moreover the defi-
nition implies easily that each periodic orbit is hyperbolic (see Proposition 4.2). As a conse-
quence, a multi-singular hyperbolic vector field X has the star property, i.e. any vector field
in aC 1-neighborhood of X has all its periodic orbits and singularities hyperbolic.
The Section 5 below compares Definition 1.2 with the definition of multi-singular hyper-
bolicity in [BdL]: in most of the cases they coincide (see Theorem D and E). It allows us to
restate the results from [BdL] using Definition 1.2.
Theorem (Bonatti-Da Luz). The set of multi-singular hyperbolic vector fields is open and
dense in the space of star vector fields (for the C 1-topology).
The following question remains open:
Question 1 ([BdL], Question 1). Is any star vector fieldmulti-singular hyperbolic?
c– Uniform and singular hyperbolicities. We recall some classical notions.
Definition 1.3. Let X ∈X 1(M). An invariant compact setΛ is uniformly hyperbolic if:
i. Λ admits a dominated splitting TM |Λ = E s ⊕ (RX )⊕Eu for the tangent flow;
ii. E s is uniformly contracted and Eu is uniformly expanded.
Definition 1.4. Let X ∈X 1(M). An invariant compact setΛ is singular hyperbolic if:
• either Λ admits a dominated splitting TM |Λ = E s ⊕E cu for the tangent flow, E s is uni-
formly contracted and E cu is sectionally expanded: there are η,T > 0 such that
|Jac(Dϕ−t |F )| < e
−ηt for any x ∈Λ, any t > T and any 2-plane F ⊂ E cu(x).
• orΛ admits a dominated splitting TM |Λ = E cs⊕Eu such that E cs is sectionaly contracted
and Eu is uniformly expanded.
The multi-singular hyperbolicity generalizes these notions in the following sense (the
first property goes back to [D, Proposition 1.1]).
TheoremC. Let X ∈X 1(M) and letΛ be an invariant compact set such that each singularity
σ ∈Λ is hyperbolic and bothW s(σ)∩Λ\ {σ} are W u(σ)∩Λ\ {σ} are non empty. Then:
1. Λ is uniform hyperbolic if and only if Λ is multi-singular hyperbolic and does not con-
tain any singularity;
2. Λ is singular hyperbolic if and only ifΛ ismulti-singular hyperbolic and all singularities
have the same index.
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d– Several singular dominations. We may consider an invariant compact set Λ where the
linear Poincaré flow admits a dominated splitting N = N1⊕ ·· · ⊕Nℓ into more than two
bundles: such that each splitting (N1⊕·· ·⊕Nk)⊕(Nk+1⊕·· ·⊕Nℓ) is singular dominated. As
a direct consequence fromDefinition 1.1 we get:
Remark 2. Let Λ be a compact set with a singular dominated splitting N = N1⊕ ·· · ⊕Nℓ.
Then each hyperbolic singularity σ ∈Λ admits a dominated splitting
TσM = E
s
1⊕·· ·⊕E
s
k ⊕E
c
⊕Euk+2⊕·· ·⊕E
u
ℓ ,
such that
• each E si is stable and has the same dimension as Ni ,
• each Eui is unstable and has the same dimension as Ni ,
• E c has dimension equal to 1+dim(Nk+1),
• there is a stable manifoldW ss(σ) tangent to E s1⊕·· ·⊕E
s
k withW
ss(σ)∩Λ= {σ},
• there is an unstable manifoldW uu(σ) tangent to Euk+2⊕·· ·⊕E
u
ℓ
withW uu(σ)∩Λ= {σ}.
Moreover the splitting is unique if W s(σ)∩Λ\ {σ} 6= ; andW u(σ)∩Λ\ {σ} 6= ;.
2 Preliminaries
This section collects classical notions and properties used in this paper.
a–Chain recurrence. Consider a continuousflow (ϕt )t∈R on a compactmetric space (K ,d).
For ε> 0, a sequence x1, · · · ,xn in K is an ε-pseudo orbit if for each 1≤ i ≤ n−1, there exists
ti ≥ 1 such that d(ϕti (xi ),xi+1)< ε. One says that x is chain attainable from y if for any ε> 0,
there exists an ε-pseudo orbit {xi }ni=0 with x0 = y , xn = x and n ≥ 1. A setΛ is chain transitive
if for any pair (x, y) ∈Λ×Λ, the first point x is chain attainable from the second point y .
A point x is chain recurrent if x is chain attainable from itself. The set of chain recurrent
points is denoted as R. For x ∈R, we define the chain recurrence class of x as the union of
the chain transitive sets containing x. By definition, the chain recurrence classes define a
partition of the chain recurrent set into invariant compact sets.
b– The linear Poincaré flow and its extension. Given a vector field X on a Riemannian
manifoldM , one defines the normal bundleN on the complement of the singular set Sing(X )
in the following way:
N |M\Sing(X ) =
⋃
x∈M\Sing(X )
{
v ∈TxM :< v,X (x)>= 0
}
,
where < ·, · > denotes the inner product. One then defines the linear Poincaré flow (Ψt )t∈R
in the following way: for each vector v ∈N (x) with x ∈M \Sing(X ) and any t ∈R,
Ψt (v)=Dϕt (v)−
<Dϕt (v),X (ϕt (x))>
‖X (ϕt (x))‖2
·X (ϕt (x)).
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Following [LGW], the linear Poincaré flow may be compactified at the singularities as a
linear flow (Ψ̂t )t∈R called extended linear Poincaré flow. Consider the projective bundle
G
1
=
{
L ⊂ TxM : x ∈M and L is a one dimensional linear space in TxM
}
.
The setM \Sing(X ) embeds naturally inG 1 by themap x 7→RX (x). The tangent flow induces
a continuous flow (ϕ̂t )t∈R on G
1 which extends (ϕt ): for L =Ru in G 1 one defines
ϕ̂t (Ru)=RDϕt (u).
One introduces a normal bundle over G 1(M) which extends N |M\Sing(X ): for L ∈G 1(x),
N (L)=
{
v ∈ TxM : v is orthogonal to the linear space L
}
.
One defines (Ψ̂t )t∈R on N in the following way: for each L =Ru ∈G 1(x) and v ∈N (L)
Ψ̂t (v)=Dϕt (v)−
<Dϕt (v),Dϕt (u)>
‖Dϕt (u)‖2
·Dϕt (u).
When x is a regular point and L = RX (x), then for any v ∈ N (L) = N (x) one has Ψ̂t (v) =
Ψt (v).
c– Lyapunov exponents. Consider X ∈X 1(M) and an invariant probabilitymeasureµ. The
measure is regular if µ(Sing(X ))= 0.
We recall Oseledec theorem. For µ-almost every x ∈ M , there are k = k(x) numbers
λ1(x) < λ2(x) < ·· · < λk(x) and a splitting TxM = E1(x)⊕E2(x)⊕·· · ⊕Ek(x) such that for any
1≤ i ≤ k and any unit vector v ∈ Ei ,
lim
t→±∞
1
t
log‖Dϕt (v)‖=λi .
If µ is ergodic, then k and λ1, · · · ,λk are constants on a full µ-measure set.
A regular ergodic measure is hyperbolic if it has only one vanishing Lyapunov exponent
(which is given by the flow direction). Equivalently, there exists a measurable splitting of the
normal bundleN =N1⊕·· ·⊕Nℓ defined on a set with full µ-measure which is invariant un-
der the linear Poincaré flow and non-zero numbersλ′1(x)< ·· · <λ
′
ℓ
(x) such that for µ-almost
every point x, any 1≤ j ≤ ℓ and any unit vector v ∈N j , the quantity
1
t log‖Ψt (v)‖ converges
to λ′j as t→±∞. The numbers λ
′
j coincide with the non-zero Lyapunov exponents λi of µ.
d– Dynamics above hyperbolic singularities. The index ind(σ) of a hyperbolic singular-
ity is the dimension of its stable space. The following fundamental result allows to exile the
strong stablemanifold of a singularity from a compact invariant set containing the singular-
ity. It comes from [LGW].
Proposition 2.1. Consider X ∈X 1(M), a hyperbolic singularityσ and a (ϕ̂t )-invariant com-
pact set Λ̂ in the projective tangent space G 1(σ). If Λ̂ admits a dominated splitting N̂ |
Λ̂
=
N1⊕N2 for (Ψ̂t ) of index i < ind(σ) and if Λ̂ intersects the projective space of Eu(σ), then
• E s(σ) has a finer dominated splitting E ss(σ)⊕E cs(σ) for (Dϕt )t∈R with dim(E ss(σ))= i ;
• any line L ⊂ E ss(σ)⊕Eu(σ)which is not contained in E ss(σ)∪Eu(σ) is disjoint from Λ̂.
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Proof. Up to changing the metric, one can assume that the bundles in the hyperbolic split-
ting E s(σ)⊕Eu(σ) are orthogonal to each other. In particular over points of Λ̂ contained in
the projective space of E s , the bundleN2 contains Eu(σ)
Consider L ∈ Λ̂ which is contained in the projective space of Eu(σ). As E s(σ) is orthog-
onal to the 1-dimensional linear space given by L, one has Ψ̂t (L)|E s (σ) = Dϕt |E s (σ). By the
domination N1⊕N2, the space E s(σ) splits into two dominated sub-bundles E ss =N1 and
E cs over the orbit of L. Since the cocycle Ψ̂t (L)|E s (σ) is constant over the orbit of L, these
bundles are constant as well. This implies that E s(σ) admits a dominated decomposition
E ss ⊕E cs for (Dϕt ).
Up to changing themetric, we will further assume that E ss(σ) is orthogonal to E cs(σ).
In order to prove the second property, one will suppose by contradiction that there exist
a non-vanishing vector v ss ∈ E ss(σ) and a non-vanishing vector vu ∈ Eu(σ) such that the line
L0 =R(v ss+vu) belongs to Λ̂. Then v ss ·‖vu‖2−vu ·‖v ss‖2 belongs toNL0 . Now, we look at the
orbit of v ss · ‖vu‖2−vu · ‖v ss‖2 ∈NL0 under the extended linear Poincaré flow. By definition,
Ψ̂t
(
v ss · ‖vu‖2−vu · ‖v ss‖2
)
=Dϕt (v
ss)‖vu‖2−Dϕt (v
u)‖v ss‖2
−
‖Dϕt (v ss)‖2‖vu‖2−‖Dϕt (vu)‖2‖v ss‖2
‖Dϕt (v ss)‖2+‖Dϕt (vu)‖2
·
(
Dϕt (v
ss)+Dϕt (v
u)
)
=
‖v ss‖2+‖vu‖2
‖Dϕt (v ss)‖2+‖Dϕt (vu)‖2
·
(
‖Dϕt (v
u)‖2Dϕt (v
ss)−‖Dϕt (v
ss)‖2Dϕt (v
u)
)
. (1)
Let us first assume that v ss ·‖vu‖2−vu ·‖v ss‖2 belongs toN1|L0 . As ϕ̂t (L0) accumulates on
a subsetα of the projective space of E ss(σ) when t tends to−∞, the invariance of the bundle
N1 implies that R · Ψ̂t (v ss · ‖vu‖2− vu · ‖v ss‖2) accumulates in N1|α; however from (1), the
lines R · Ψ̂t (v ss · ‖vu‖2− vu · ‖v ss‖2) accumulate on a linear subspace in Eu(σ) when t tends
to −∞. This is a contradiction since N2|α contains Eu(σ) and intersects N1|α trivially.
We are now reduced to the case where v ss · ‖vu‖2− vu · ‖v ss‖2 does not belong to N1|L0 .
When t tends to +∞, the lines ϕ̂t (L0) accumulate on a subset ω of the projective space of
Eu(σ) and (from the domination) R ·Ψt (v ss · ‖vu‖2− vu · ‖v ss‖2) accumulates inside a linear
space in N2|ω; however from (1), the lines R ·Ψt (v ss · ‖vu‖2− vu · ‖v ss‖2) accumulate in the
linear space E ss(σ) which is a contradiction. This proves the second item.
e– Lorenz-like singularities. A hyperbolic singularity is Lorenz-like if its hyperbolic split-
ting TσM = E s ⊕Eu, its smallest positive Lyapunov exponent λu and its largest negative Lya-
punov exponent λs satisfy one of the following properties:
• either there exists a dominated splittingE s = E ss⊕E c with dim(E c)= 1 and λs+λu > 0,
• or there exists a dominated splitting Eu = E c ⊕Euu with dim(E c)= 1 and λs +λu < 0.
Note that this is equivalent to the property stated in the third item of Definition 1.2.
f– Star vector fields. A vector field X ∈ X 1(M) is star if for any vector field Y in a C 1-
neighborhood of X , all the periodic orbits and singularities of Y are hyperbolic.
Theorem 2.2 (Liao [L2]). For any star vector field X ∈ X 1(M), there exist η,T > 0 and a C 1
neighborhood U of X with the following properties. For any Y ∈U and any periodic orbit γ
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of Y with period π(γ) larger than T , let us denote Nγ =N s ⊕N u the hyperbolic splitting of
the linear Poincaré flow (ΨYt )t∈R associated to Y . Then for each p ∈ γ, one has
‖Ψ
Y
t |N s (p)‖ ·‖Ψ
Y
−t |N u(ϕt (p))‖< e
−2tη for each t ≥ T ;
[π(γ)/T ]−1∏
i=0
‖Ψ
Y
T |N s (ϕYiT (p))
‖ ≤ e−ηπ(γ) and
[π(γ)/T ]−1∏
i=0
‖Ψ
Y
−T |N u(ϕYiT (p))
‖ ≤ e−ηπ(γ).
g– Connecting lemma. This flow version of the connecting lemma comes from [WX, W].
Theorem 2.3. Let X ∈X 1(M). For any C 1-neighborhood U of X , there exist T > 0, ρ ∈ (0,1)
and d0 > 0 such that for any point x ∈M which is non-periodic and non-singular under the
flow (ϕXt )t∈R generated by X , one has the following property.
For any d ∈ (0,d0), and any points p,q ∉∆T (x,d) :=∪t∈[1,T ]ϕXt (Bd (x)), if the forward orbit
of p and the backward orbit of q intersect Bρ·d (x), then there exists Y ∈U such that q is on the
forward orbit of p under the flow (ϕYt )t∈R. Moreover, Y (z)= X (z) for z ∈M \∆T (x,d).
3 Singular domination
In this section we discuss the notion of singular domination introduced in the introduc-
tion and prove that it is a robust property (Theorem A). We also build a robust example of
a flow with no dominated splitting of the tangent bundle (section 3.1) which shows that the
linear Poincaré flow ismore adapted than the tangent flow for studying the dynamics of vec-
tor fields. Finally, we motivate the definition of singular domination by proving that a robust
dominated splitting of the linear Poincaré flow satisfies Definition 1.1.
3.1 Dominated splitting of the tangent flow
We first discuss the domination for the tangent flow: the next statement (an improved
version of [BGY, Theorem B]) shows that it constraints the tangent behavior.
Proposition 3.1. Let X ∈X 1(M) and Λ be a chain-transitive invariant compact set such that
• all the singularities in Λ are hyperbolic;
• Λ admits a dominated splitting TΛM = E ⊕F for the tangent flow.
Then either E is uniformly contracted, or F is uniformly expanded.
Let us recall the notion of cone field. Given a continuous splitting TM |Λ = E ⊕F over a
compact setΛ, one defines at each point x ∈Λ a cone field around F of angleα> 0 as
C
F
α (x)=
{
v ∈ TxM : v = v
E
+vF ,vE ∈ E ,vF ∈ F and ‖vE‖ ≤α‖vF‖
}
.
Sketch of the proof of Proposition 3.1. Let x0 be a regular point in Λ. Without loss of gener-
ality, one assume X (x0) ∉ E (x0). Hence there exists α > 0 such that X (x0) ∈ C Fα (x0). One
extends the cone field C Fα continuously to a neighborhoodU of Λ. By domination, up to
shrinkingU , there exist T > 0 and λ ∈ (0,1) such thatDϕt (C Fα (y))⊂C
F
λ2α
(ϕt (y)) for any t ≥ T
and any y ∈∪s∈[0,t]ϕ−s(U ). Note that in the definition of chain-recurrence, there is no loss of
generality if one only considers pseudo orbits, whose times ti between the jumps are larger
or equal to T (see Section 2.a).
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Lemma 3.2. For any regular point y ∈Λ\Sing(X ), one has X (y) ∈C Fα (y).
Proof. Fix y0 ∈Λ\Sing(X ) and a small neighborhoodV ⊂U of Sing(X )∩Λ such that x0, y0 ∉V
and
⋃
s∈[−2T,2T ]ϕs(V ) ⊂ U . As all the singularities in Λ are hyperbolic, for each singular-
ity σ ∈ Λ, one fixes fundamental domains ∆s(σ) ⊂ V and ∆u(σ) ⊂ V of the stable and un-
stable manifolds of σ respectively. For ε0 > 0 small, let us denote ∆
s
ε0
(σ),∆uε0 (σ) the ε0-
neighborhoods of ∆s(σ),∆u(σ) such that
(a) the sets {∆sε0 (σ),∆
u
ε0
(σ)}σ∈Sing(X )∩Λ are pairwise disjoint and disjoint from Sing(X ),
(b) for any x1,x2 in a same ∆∗ε0(σ), if X (x1) ∈ C
F
λ2α
(x1) and d(x1,x2) < 4ε0 then X (x2) ∈
C
F
λα
(x2),
By the Inclination lemma, the following property holds:
(c) for any σ ∈Λ∩Sing(X ) and any points x1 ∈∆sε0 (σ), x2 ∈∆
u
ε0
(σ), there exist x̂1 ∈∆sε0 (σ),
x̂2 ∈∆uε0(σ) and t > T such that d(xi , x̂i )< 2ε0 and x̂2 =ϕt (x̂1).
As each singularityσ ∈Λ is hyperbolic, there exist ε1 small and a neighborhoodWσ such that
(d) for any x ∈Wσ and any ε1-pseudo orbit {zi }ki=0,
– if z0 = x, zk ∉V , there exist 0≤ i0 < k and 0≤ t ≤ ti0 such thatϕt (zi0) ∈∆
u
ε0/2
(σ);
– if z0 ∉V , zk = x, there exist 0≤ i0 < k and 0≤ t ≤ ti0 such thatϕt (zi0) ∈∆
s
ε0/2
(σ).
LetW :=∪σ∈Sing(X )∩ΛWσ. By continuity of C Fα , RX and (ϕt ), there exist ε2,ε3 > 0 such that
(e) for any x,z ∈U \W , if d(x,z)< ε2 and X (x) ∈C Fλα(x), then X (z) ∈C
F
α (z),
(f) for any x, y ∈M , if d(x,z)< ε3, then d(ϕs(x),ϕs(z))< ε2 for any |s| ≤ T .
As Λ is chain transitive, for ε < 1
4
min{ε0,ε1,ε2,ε3} there exists an ε-pseudo orbit {zi }li=0
connecting x0 to y0, with time {ti }l−1i=0 larger than 2T . Let I ⊂ {0, · · · , l } be the set of the possible
integers i such that zi ∈W . By (c) and (d), for each i ∈ I , there exist 0 ≤ i− < i ≤ i+ < l and
times 0 ≤ t− ≤ ti− , 0 ≤ t+ ≤ ti+ such that ϕt−(zi−) ⊂ ∆
s
ε0
(σ) and ϕt+(zi+) ∈ ∆
u
ε0
(σ) for some
singularityσ. Then, there exist yi ∈∆sε0(σ) and τi > T such that
max
{
d(yi ,ϕt−(zi−)),d(ϕτi (yi ),ϕt+(zi+))
}
< 2ε0 and ϕτi (yi ) ∈∆
u
ε0
(σ).
Now, one replaces the pseudo orbit segment from ϕt−(zi−) to ϕt+(zi+) by the true orbit seg-
ment {ϕt (yi )}t∈[0,τi ], for each i ∈ I . If t
− < T , one replaces the pseudo orbit segment between
ϕ−T+t− ◦ϕti−−1(zi−−1) and ϕti−−1(zi−−1) by the orbit segment between ϕ−T+t− (zi−) and zi− .
By the choice of V and (f), one obtains in this way a new pseudo orbit connecting x0 to
y0 such that
• the times between the jumps are larger than T ;
• all the jumps avoidW ;
• each jump avoiding the sets ∆∗ε0(σ) has size smaller than ε2;
• each jump in ∆∗ε0 (σ) has size smaller than 4ε0.
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By (b), (e), the contraction of the cone field C Fα gives Y (y) ∈C
F
α (y).
The contraction of the cone field C Fα implies that X (y) ∈ F (y) for any y ∈Λ. Then using
the domination one concludes as in [BGY] that E is uniformly contracted.
As a consequence, one builds robustly transitive flows whose tangent bundle does not
admit any domination,which contrastswith [BDP]. This shows that the dominated splittings
should be rather searched for the linear Poincaré flow than the tangent flow.
Proposition 3.3. There exists an open set of C 1-vector fields with no singularity on amanifold
of dimension 5:
• whose dynamics is robustly transitive,
• whose tangent flow does not admit any dominated splitting.
Proof. [BV] builds a robustly transitive diffeomorphism f (i.e. each nearbyC 1-diffeomorphism
admits a dense orbit) on T4 such that
• f admits a dominated splitting of the form TT4 = E ⊕F where dim(E )= dim(F )= 2.
• E is neither uniformly contracting nor uniformly expanding, and so is F .
• Neither E nor F can be split into non-trivial dominated sub-bundles.
One considers the suspension of f and one gets a C 1-vector field X f which is also robustly
transitive and has no-singularities. If the tangent flow of X f admits a dominated splitting
E1⊕E2, then the robust transitivity and Proposition 3.1 imply that E1 or E2 is hyperbolic,
which in return implies that for f the bundle E or F is uniformly hyperbolic. In summary,
the tangent flow of X f does not admit domination.
Proposition 3.1 shows that a dominated splitting of the tangent flows implies a domi-
nated splitting of the linear Poincaré flow. The next proposition (due to [GY, Lemma 2.13])
gives a criterion to obtain a dominated splittingon the tangent flowwhen the linear Poincaré
flow is dominated.
Proposition 3.4. LetΛ be an invariant compact set for X ∈X 1(M)with a dominated splitting
N |Λ\Sing(X ) =N1⊕N2 of index i for the linear Poincaré flow. Assume furthermore that:
• Λ\Sing(X ) is dense inΛ,
• there exist η,T > 0 such that ‖Ψt |N1‖ ≤ e
−ηt ‖X (ϕt (x))‖
‖X (x)‖ for all x ∈Λ and t > T .
Then the tangent flow overΛ admits a dominated splitting TM |Λ = E s⊕F of index i and E s is
uniformly contracted.
3.2 Robustness of the singular domination: proof of Theorem A
Due to the lack of compactness of the linear Poincaré flow over M \Sing(X ), the robust-
ness of the singular domination is not a direct consequence of the robustness of dominated
splittings for continuous linear cocycles over compact spaces. We now state and prove a
more precise version of Theorem A.
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Theorem 3.5. Let X ∈X 1(M), η,T > 0 andΛ be a compact invariant set admitting a singular
dominated splitting N |Λ\Sing(X ) =N1⊕N2 of index i which is (η,T )-dominated.
Then there exist a C 1-neighborhoodU of X and a neighborhoodU of Λ such that for each
Y ∈U , the maximal invariant setΛY of Y inU admits a singular dominated spliting of index
i which is (η,T )-dominated.
Before proving the robustness of a singular domination, we need some preparation.
Lemma 3.6. Let X ∈X 1(M) and let K ⊂Λ be two invariant compact sets. Assume that
• K admits a partially hyperbolic splitting TKM = E ss ⊕F for the tangent flow of index i ;
• for any x ∈K , one hasW ss(x)∩Λ= {x}.
Then there exist neighborhoodsU of X , V of K andU of Λ such that for any Y ∈U ,
• the maximal invariant set KY in V admits a partially hyperbolic splitting of index i ;
• the maximal invariant setΛY inU satisfiesW ss(x)∩ΛY = {x} for any x ∈KY .
Proof. Since the partial hyperbolicity is robust, the first itemholds for aC 1-neighborhoodU
of X and a neighborhoodW of K . Let us assume by contradiction that the second item does
not hold and that there exist sequence of vector fields Yn ∈U , neighborhoodsVn ⊂W of K ,
neighborhoodsUn ofΛ and points xn such that:
• Yn tends to X inC 1-topology,∩n∈NVn =K and ∩n∈NUn =Λ;
• maximal invariant sets Kn ,Λn of Yn in Vn ,Un satisfy xn ∈Kn , (W ss(xn) \ {xn})∩Λn 6= ;.
Each point x in Kn has local strong stable manifolds which vary continuously in the C 1-
topologywith x andYn . Up to replacing xn by iterates, one can consider constants ε0 > ε1 > 0
such thatW ssε0 (xn) \W
ss
ε1
(xn)∩Λn 6= ;. Up to taking a subsequence, (xn) converges to a point
x ∈K andW ssε0 (x) \W
ss
ε1
(x)∩Λ 6= ;which gives the contradiction.
Proof of Theorem 3.5. We first address the singularities. Let us denote by S− the set of sin-
gularities σ ∈Λ admitting a splitting TσM = E ss ⊕F with dim(E ss)= i andW ss(σ)∩Λ= {σ}.
Analogously, one defines S+ the set of singularitiesσ ∈Λ admitting a splittingTσM = E⊕Euu
with dim(Euu)= dim(M)− i −1 andW uu(σ)∩Λ= {σ}.
Since local strong stable and unstable manifolds vary continuously with respect to the
points, each σ ∈ S− (resp. σ ∈ S+) admits a neighborhood Uσ with Uσ∩ Sing(X )∩Λ ⊂ S−
(resp. ⊂ S+). As Sing(X )∩Λ is compact, there exist two open sets V −,V + such that:
• Sing(X )∩Λ⊂V −∪V +;
• V −∩Sing(X )∩Λ⊂ S− and V +∩Sing(X )∩Λ⊂ S+.
Applying Lemma 3.6 to V −∩Sing(X )∩Λ (resp. V +∩Sing(X )∩Λ), one gets a neighborhood
U0 of X , a neighborhoodU0 ofΛ and an open subsetV ofV −∪V + such that for each Y ∈U0,
• Sing(Y )∩U0 ⊂V ;
• any singularity σ in Sing(Y )∩V − (resp. Sing(Y )∩V +) admits a splitting E ss ⊕F (resp.
E ⊕Euu) with dim(E ss)= i (resp. dim(Euu)= dim(M)− i −1);
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• the maximal invariant set Λ0Y of Y in U0 satisfies W
ss(σ)∩Λ0Y ⊂ {σ} for each σ in
Sing(Y )∩V − andW uu(σ)∩Λ0Y ⊂ {σ} for each σ in Sing(Y )∩V
+.
This gives the second item of the definition 1.1 for the maximal invariant set Λ0Y .
We then compactifies the sets Λ0Y \ Sing(Y ) for Y ∈ U0. For each σ ∈ Sing(Y )∩V
−, we
denote by K−(σ) the projective space of the linear space F (σ). Analogously for σ ∈ Sing(Y )∩
V + we denote K+(σ) the projective space of the linear space E (σ). We then define:
KY =
⋃
x∈Λ0Y \Sing(Y )
RY (x)∪
⋃
σ∈Sing(Y )∩Λ0Y ∩V
−
K−(σ)∪
⋃
σ∈Sing(X )∩Λ0Y ∩V
+
K+(σ).
Claim. KY is a compact (ϕ̂Yt )t∈R-invariant set which varies upper semi-continuously with
respect to the vector fields Y ∈U0.
Proof. By definition, KY is (ϕ̂Yt )t∈R-invariant. In order to prove the compactness and the
semi-continuity, it suffices to prove that, for any sequence Yn → Y and for any sequence of
points xn ⊂Λ0Yn \Sing(Yn) converging to σ ∈ Sing(Y )∩V
− (resp. σ ∈ Sing(Y )∩V +), each limit
of RYn(xn) belongs to K−(σ) (resp. K+(σ)). We only consider the case where xn tends to
σ ∈ Sing(Y )∩V − since the other case is analogous.
Assume by contradiction, that RYn(xn) converges to a line L which is not contained in
F (σ). Using the domination TσM = E ss ⊕F over σ (and up to considering a subsequence),
there exists yn in the backward orbit of xn such that RYn(yn) converges to a line L′ ⊂ E ss(σ).
On a small open neighborhood V of σ, there exists a continuous (Dϕt )t<0-invariant cone
field C ss such that any vector in C ss is uniformly expanded by (Dϕt )t<0. For n large, Yn(yn)
is tangent to C ss : this implies that the backward orbit of yn escapes from V . Let tn > 0 be
the smallest number such that ϕ−tn (yn) is not in V and let z be an accumulation point of
ϕ−tn (yn). The backward invariance of the cone field shows that z belongs toW
ss(σ) \ {σ}. It
also belongs toΛ, and this contradicts to the fact thatW ss(σ)∩Λ= {σ}.
Since the existence of a dominated splitting for continuous linear cocycles over compact
spaces is robust, there exists a (η,T )-dominated splitting of index i over KY for the extended
linear Poincaré flow for any Y in aC 1-neighborhoodU of X . In particular the linear Poincaré
flow overΛY admits a (η,T )-dominated splitting for any Y ∈U .
3.3 Robust dominated splitting implies singular dominated splitting
We now prove a converse statement to Theorem A. Note that the second assumption is
very mild (it is satisfied once X is Kupka-Smale andΛ is chain transitive).
Proposition 3.7. Let X ∈X 1(M) andΛ be a compact invariant set such that:
• Λ admits a robust dominated splitting of index i : there exist η,T > 0 and neighborhoods
U of X andU of Λ, such that, for any Y ∈U , the maximal invariant set inU admits a
(η,T )-dominated splitting of index i for the linear Poincaré flow.
• Eachσ ∈Λ∩Sing(X ) is hyperbolic; moreoverW s(σ)∩Λ\{σ} 6= ; andW u(σ)∩Λ\{σ} 6= ;.
Then the setΛ admits a singular dominated splitting of index i .
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Proof. Let Λ˜ be the closure of {RX (x) : x ∈Λ \ Sing(X )} in G 1. The extended linear Poincaré
flow is a continuous cocycle over the compact space G 1. As a consequence the dominated
splitting over Λ \Sing(X ) for the linear Poincaré flow extends over Λ˜ for the extended linear
Poincaré flow. Consider a singularity σ ∈ Λ. Without loss of generality, one can assume
dim(E s(σ)) ≥ i . By assumption, there exists a line L ∈ Λ˜ which is contained in Eu(σ). Then,
from the first item of Proposition 2.1, there exists a dominated splitting E s(σ) = E ss(σ)⊕
E cs(σ) with dim(E ss(σ))= i .
It remains to show thatW ss(σ)∩Λ= {σ}. This is proved by contradiction: we assume that
there exists a point y ∈W ss(σ)∩Λ\ {σ}.
Claim. There exist a sequence Xn → X in X 1(M) and a sequence xn →σ in M such that:
• RXn(xn) converges to some line in E ss(σ)⊕Eu(σ) \ {E ss(σ)∪Eu(σ)};
• xn belongs to the maximal invariant set of Xn inU.
Proof. We consider three cases.
Case 1. The α-limit set of y intersectsW u(σ) \ {σ} at a point z. The connecting lemma (Theo-
rem 2.3) givesC 1-perturbations X ′ of X which coincide with X on {ϕt (y), t > 0}∪ {ϕ−t (z), t >
0}∪ {σ} and such that the orbits of y and z for X ′ coincide and are contained inU .
One can consider a small chartψσ : TσM→V on a neighborhoodofσ such thatψ(0)=σ
and such thatψ−1(W ssloc (σ)) andψ
−1(W uloc (σ)) coincide with the linear spaces E
ss and Eu . By
an arbitrarily small C 1-perturbation (in a neighborhood of σ), one can furthermore assume
that X ′ is linear on a neighborhood of 0. Another smallC 1-perturbation near y and z gives a
vector field X ′′ such that
• X ′′ = X ′ on a small neighborhood of σ;
• y,z are on a same periodic orbit inU under X ′′ which contains a piece of orbit of the
linear vector field which is included in E ss(σ)⊕Eu(σ) with points close to σ.
One deduces that there exists a point x on the periodic orbit of y and z under X ′′ which is
close to σ such that X
′′(x)
‖X ′′(x)‖ ∈ E
ss(σ)⊕Eu(σ) \ {E ss(σ),Eu(σ)}.
Case 2. There exists a point z ∈W u(σ)∩Λ \ {σ}whose ω-limit set intersects W ss(σ) \ {σ}. This
case is analogous to the case 1.
Case 3. α(y)∩W u(σ)=; and there exists z ∈W u(σ)∩Λ\{σ} such thatω(z)∩W s(σ)=;. As in
the first case, one considers a chartψσ and a C 1-close vector field X ′ which is linear near 0.
Another smallC 1-perturbation near y and z gives a vector field X ′′ such that
• X ′′ = X ′ on a neighborhood of σ, on the positive orbit of z and negative orbit of y ;
• z belongs to the positive orbit of y and the orbit segment from y to z;
• there is a point x in the orbit segment from y to z contains a piece of orbit of the linear
vector field which is included in E ss(σ)⊕Eu(σ) with points close to σ.
One concludes as in the first case.
Case 4. α(y)∩W u(σ)=; and there is z ∈W u(σ)∩Λ\{σ} such thatω(z)∩W s(σ)\W ss(σ) 6= ;.
Then by connecting lemma, one gets aC 1-perturbation X˜ of X such that
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• X˜ coincides with X on {ϕt (y)}t∈R and y belongs toW ss(σ);
• There exists a point z ′ ∈W u(σ)∩W s(σ).
One then concludes as in Case 3.
Let Λn be the closure of {RXn(ϕ
Xn
t (xn)), t ∈ R} in G
1. By assumption, for n large, the set
Λn admits a (η,T )-domination of index i for the extended linear Poincaré flow (Ψ
Xn
t ). By Ap-
pendix B.1 in [BDV], this domination of index i can be passed to the set Λ̂ for the extended
linear Poincaré flow (ΨXt ), where Λ̂ is the limit supremum of Λn . By the Claim above, there
exists L ⊂ E ss(σ)⊕Eu(σ), not contained in E ss(σ)∪Eu(σ) which belongs to Λ̂ and this con-
tradicts Proposition 2.1.
Remark 3. There exists a vector field X admitting a chain transitive invariant compact set
which is dominated for linear Poincaré flow but which is not singular dominated.
By the previous proposition the domination is not robust. This example is built by con-
sidering a vector field X on a 3-manifoldwith a hyperbolic singularityσ of index 2 such that:
• σ admits a dominated splitting TσM = E ss ⊕E cs ⊕Eu : there exist λss < λs < 0<λu and
an isometric chart ϕ : (−1,1)3→U on a neighborhood of σwhere X has the form
X (xss ,xs ,xu)= (λssxss ,λsxs ,λuxu).
• W ss(σ) andW u(σ) have a non-empty intersection along a regular orbit {ϕt (y)}t∈R.
• There exist a point z (respectively w) in the orbit of y whose backward (respectively
forward) orbit stays inU and local sections Sz (respectively Sw ) at z (respectively w)
by discs orthogonal to X such that the holonomymap of the flow has the form
(xss ,xs) 7→ (x
′
s ,x
′
u)= (xs ,xss).
4 Multi-singular hyperbolicity
In this section we prove that the multi-singular hyperbolicity is robust (Theorem B),
we discuss the Lorenz-like property of the singularities and we compare with the uniform
hyperbolicity and the singular hyperbolicity (Theorem C).
4.1 Preparation
We first state a basic result which will be used in this paper.
Lemma 4.1. Let us consider a continuous flow (ϕt )t∈R on a compact metric space K , a one-
parameter family {at }t∈R of continuous functions K →R and numbers {ct }t≥0 satisfying
at+s (x)≤ as(x)+at (ϕs(x)) for any x ∈K and any t , s ∈R,
sup
s∈[−t ,t]
as(x)< ct for any x ∈K and any t ≥ 0.
Then for any T > 0 and any orbit segment {ϕs(x)}s∈[0,t] with t ≥ 3T , one has
at (x)≤ 3cT +
1
T
∫t
0
aT (ϕs(x))d s.
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Proof. By our assumptions a0(x) = 0 for any x ∈ K . Hence ct > 0 for any t ≥ 0. Given T > 0,
for any t ≥ 3T and any s ∈ [0,T ], one has
at (x)≤ as(x)+
[ tT ]∑
i=0
aT (ϕs+iT (x))+at−s−([ tT ]+1)T
(ϕs+([ tT ]+1)T
(x))≤ 2cT +
[ tT ]∑
i=0
aT (ϕs+iT (x)).
Then one integrates over the interval [0,T ] and divides it by T :
at (x) ≤ 2 ·cT +
1
T
∫T
0
[ tT ]∑
i=0
aT (ϕs+iT (x))d s ≤ 2 ·cT +
1
T
∫([ tT ]+1)T
0
aT (ϕs(x))d s
≤ 3 ·cT +
1
T
∫t
0
aT (ϕs(x))d s.
Proposition 4.2. Let X ∈X 1(M) andΛ be amulti-singular hyperbolic set. Then each regular
measureµ supported onΛ is hyperbolic, and its hyperbolic splitting for (Ψt )t∈R coincides with
the singular domination N |Λ\Sing(X ) = N s ⊕N u . Moreover, there exists η > 0 such that for
any regular invariant measure µ supported on Λ and for any T > 0 large enough,
1
T
∫
log‖ΨT |N s‖dµ<−η and
1
T
∫
log‖Ψ−T |N u‖dµ<−η.
Proof. LetN |Λ\Sing(X ) =N s⊕N u be the singular dominationoverΛ for (Ψt )t∈R, letV be the
closed neighborhood of Sing(X )∩Λ and let η0,T0 > 0 be the numbers as in Definition 1.2.
Given a regular ergodic measure µ supported on Λ, since the maximal invariant set in V
isΛ∩Sing(X ), there exists an open setU which is disjoint fromV and satisfiesµ(U )> 0. Now,
by Oseledec theorem and Poincaré recurrence theorem, one can choose x ∈U ∩Λ such that
• limt→+∞
1
t log‖Ψt |N s (x)‖ is themaximal Lyapunov exponent of µ alongN
s ;
• there exists t > 0 arbitrarily large such thatϕt (x) ∈U .
The second item above and Definition 1.2 give that there exists t > T0 arbitrarily large such
that ‖Ψt |N s (x)‖ < e−η0t , thus the maximal Lyapunov exponent of µ along N s is no larger
than −η0. Analogously, one can show that the minimal Lyapunov exponent of µ along N
u
is no less than η0, hence µ is hyperbolic. The moreover part comes from the dominated
convergence theorem and sub-additive ergodic theorem.
4.2 Robustness of themulti-singular hyperbolicity: proof of Theorem B
By Theorem A, there exist a C 1-neighborhoodU0 of X and a closed neighborhoodU0 of
Λ such that themaximal invariant setΛ0Y inU0 for any Y ∈U0 admits a singular domination.
This gives the first item in Definition 1.2.
The singularities of X inΛ are hyperbolic and will be denoted by σ1, · · · ,σℓ. Up to reduc-
ing U0, one can assume that each singularity of Y ∈ U0 in U0 is the continuation of some
σi . In particular the third item in Definition 1.2 holds for Y ∈ U0 and Λ0Y . Up to chang-
ing the metric, one can also assume that the invariant spaces corresponding to splitting
E ss ⊕E c ⊕Euu over each singularityσi for X is orthogonal to each other.
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Let V be the neighborhood of {σ1, · · · ,σℓ} and η,T > 0 be the numbers given in Defini-
tion 1.2. Since V is compact, V remains an isolating neighborhood of the continuation of
singularities {σ1, · · · ,σℓ} for theC
1-close vector fields. One only needs to check that there ex-
ist T0 > T , η0 ∈ (0,η) and a small enough open neighborhoodU ofΛ such that for each vector
field Y which is C 1 close to X , the second property of the definition holds for the points in
the maximal invariant set of Y in U with respect to the neighborhood V and the numbers
η0,T0. In the following we consider the bundle N s . The bundle N u can be handled in a
similar way.
The proof is proceeded by contradiction. We assume that there exist:
• a sequence (Xn) which converges to X in X 1(M);
• a sequence of positive numbers tn →+∞;
• a sequence of points (xn)
which satisfy:
• the closure of Orb(x,ϕ
Xn
t (xn)) is contained in the 1/n-neighborhood ofΛ;
• xn ,ϕ
Xn
tn (xn) ∉V and ‖Ψ
Xn
tn |N
s(xn )‖ ≥ e
−
1
n tn .
Let us denote Ln = RXn(xn) and let Λ̂ be the limit set of the orbits {ϕ̂
Xn
s (Ln)}s∈R in G
1 as
n → +∞: it is an invariant compact set which projects on an invariant subset of Λ. Up to
taking subsequences, there exists a probability invariant measure µ̂ on Λ̂ which projects on
a measure µ onM , such that
lim
n→∞
1
tn
∫tn
0
δ
ϕ
Xn
s (xn )
d s =µ and lim
n→∞
1
tn
∫tn
0
δ
ϕ̂
Xn
s (Ln)
d s = µ̂.
Claim 1. 1τ
∫
log‖Ψ̂τ|N s‖d µ̂≥ 0 for any τ> 0.
Proof. By the definition of extended linear Poincaré flow,ΨXns |N s(ϕt (xn )) = Ψ̂
Xn
s |N s (ϕ̂t (Ln)) for
any s, t ∈ R. Since Xn converges to X in C 1-topology and the norm of the time t-map of a
linear Poincaré flow is bounded by the norm of the time t-map of the tangent flow, for each
t > 0 there exists ct > 0 such that
sup
n∈N
sup
L∈G 1
sup
s∈[−t ,t]
log‖Ψ̂
Xn
s (L)‖ < ct .
Applying Lemma 4.1 to the family of continuous functions
{
log‖Ψ̂
Xn
t |N s‖
}
t>0, one gets
log‖Ψ̂
Xn
tn |N
s(Ln)‖ ≤ 3cτ+
1
τ
∫tn
0
log‖Ψ̂
Xn
τ |N s(ϕ̂Xns (Ln))
‖d s for any τ> 0.
The functions 1t log‖Ψ̂
Xn
t |N s‖ converge to
1
t log‖Ψ̂
X
t |N s‖ as n → +∞, uniformly in t . The
choice of orbit segment {ϕ̂
Xn
s (Ln)}s∈[0,tn ] gives:
limsup
n→∞
1
tn
log‖Ψ̂
Xn
tn |N
s(Ln)‖ ≤
1
τ
∫
log‖Ψ̂τ|N s‖d µ̂.
As ‖Ψ̂
Xn
tn
|N s(Ln)‖ = ‖Ψ
Xn
tn
|N s (xn )‖ ≥ e
− 1n tn , one gets the announced inequality.
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One can decompose µ̂ as the barycenter of three invariant probabilitymeasures:
µ̂=α · ν̂+β · ν̂++γ · ν̂−,
where ν̂, ν̂+, ν̂− projects to measures ν,ν+,ν− onM such that ν is regular and ν+ (resp. ν−) is
supported on the set of singularitiesσ such thatW ss(σ)∩Λ\{σ}=; (resp.W uu(σ)∩Λ\{σ}=
;). We study independently each of these measures.
The measure ν̂. The Proposition 4.2 implies 1τ
∫
log‖Ψ̂τ|N s‖d ν̂< 0 for any τ> 0 large.
The measure ν̂+. Let us consider a singularity σ ∈ Λ in the support of ν+. Since W ss(σ)∩
Λ \ {σ}=;, its preimage in Λ̂ is contained in the projectivization K+(σ) of the space E c(σ)⊕
Euu(σ). Since E ss(σ) is orthogonal to E c(σ)⊕Euu(σ), the bundle N s above K+(σ) coincides
with the space E ss(σ). This implies:
1
τ
∫
log‖Ψ̂τ|N s‖d ν̂
+
< 0 for any τ> 0 large.
Themeasure ν̂−. We then consider a singularityσ∈Λ in the support of ν−. SinceW uu(σ)∩
Λ \ {σ} = ;, and since σ is accumulated by points ϕ
Xn
sn (xn) with 0 < sn < tn , the center di-
rection E c(σ) has to be unstable. Note also that the preimage of σ in Λ̂ is contained in the
projectivization K−(σ) of the space E ss(σ)⊕E c(σ) and that above K−(σ) the bundle N s is
contained in E ss(σ)⊕ E c(σ). As σ is Lorenz-like, there exist ησ > 0 and Tσ > 0 such that
‖Dϕt |L‖ ·‖Ψ̂t |N s(L)‖ < e−2ησt for any t > Tσ and L ∈K−(σ).
Let us fix ε> 0 and τ> Tσ. There exists an open neighborhoodVσ of K−(σ) such that
(a) µ̂(Vσ \K−(σ)) ·max(| log‖Ψ̂τ‖|)< ε,
(b) for any L ∈Vσ, one has ‖Dϕτ|L‖ ·‖Ψ̂τ|N s (L)‖ < e−
3
2ηστ.
This in particular implies that for n large and any s ∈ [0, tn] with ϕ̂
Xn
s (Ln) ∈Vσ, one has
‖DϕXnτ |ϕ̂Xns (Ln)
‖ ·‖Ψ̂τ|N s (ϕ̂Xns (Ln))
‖ < e−ηστ. (2)
Let us fix δ> 0 small. For each n, one can introduce finitelymany intervals I 1n, . . . , I
mn
n that
are the connected components of the set {s ∈ [0, tn],ϕ̂
Xn
s (Ln) ∈ Vσ} such that ϕ̂I in (Ln) meets
the δ-neighborhood of σ. From (a), for n large enough one has
∣∣∣ 1
tn
mn∑
i=1
∫
s∈I in
log‖Ψ̂
Xn
τ |N s(ϕXns (Ln))
‖d s−
∫
log‖Ψ̂τ|N s‖d(γ · ν̂
−
|K−(σ))
∣∣∣< 2ε. (3)
Claim 2. If δ is small enough, then for n large 1tn
∑mn
i=1
∫
s∈I in
log‖DϕXnτ |RXn (ϕs (xn ))‖d s >−ε.
Proof. Let us denote I in = (a
i
n ,b
i
n). Then one has
1
tn
mn∑
i=1
∫
s∈I in
log‖DϕXnτ |RXn (ϕs(xn ))‖d s =
1
tn
mn∑
i=1
∫bin
ain
log‖Xn(ϕs+τ(xn))‖− log‖Xn(ϕ
Xn
s (xn))‖d s
≤
1
tn
mn∑
i=1
(∫bin+τ
bin
log‖Xn(ϕs(xn))‖d s−
∫ain+τ
ain
log‖Xn(ϕ
Xn
s (xn))‖d s
)
.
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Since ϕ
Xn
ain
(xn),ϕ
Xn
bin
(xn) ∈ ∂Vσ, there exists c > 0 such that
sup
n∈N
sup
x∈∂Vσ,s∈(−τ,τ)
log‖Xn(ϕs(x))‖ < c.
If δ> 0 is small, then |I in| is arbitrarily large, so that
1
|I in |
(∫bin+τ
bin
log‖Xn(ϕs(xn))‖d s−
∫ain+τ
ain
log‖Xn(ϕ
Xn
s (xn))‖d s
)
is arbitrarily close to 0.
By Equations (2), (3) and the previous claim, for n large, one has
∫
log‖Ψ̂τ|N s‖d(γ · ν̂
−
|K−(σ))≤
1
tn
mn∑
i=1
∫
s∈Ii
log‖Ψ̂
Xn
τ |N s (ϕXns (xn ))
‖+ log‖DϕXnτ |RXn (ϕs (xn ))‖d s+3ε
≤−ησ ·τ
1
tn
mn∑
i=1
|I in|+3ε≤−ησ
(
γ−ε
)
+3ε< 0.
This proves that
∫
log‖Ψ̂τ|N s‖d(ν̂
−|K−(σ))< 0 for τ> 0 large enough. As there are only finitely
many singularities inΛ, this gives
∫
log‖Ψ̂τ‖d ν̂
− < 0 for τ> 0 large.
To summarize, there exists τ> 0 arbitrarily large such that 1τ
∫
log‖Ψ̂τ‖d µ̂< 0 which con-
tradicts Claim (1). Theorem B is now proved.
4.3 A criterion for Lorenz-like singularities
In the definitionofmulti-singularhyperbolicitywe require the singularities to be Lorenz-
like. This is often a consequence of the other properties of the definition.
Proposition 4.3. Let X ∈X 1(M), let Λ be an invariant compact set satisfying (i) and (ii) in
Definition 1.2 and let σ be a hyperbolic singularity in Λ. If there exist a sequence (yn)n∈N in Λ
and a neighborhood Vσ of σ such that:
• yn tends to σ;
• the forward and backward orbit of yn intersects M \Vσ.
Then σ is Lorenz-like.
Proof. Let N |Λ\Sing(X ) = N s ⊕N u be the singular domination over Λ for (Ψt )t∈R and let i
be its index. Let σ ∈ Λ be a singularity as in the assumption. ThenW s(σ)∩Λ \ {σ} 6= ; and
W u(σ)∩Λ\ {σ} 6= ;. By the definition of singular domination, one gets that
• if ind(σ)> i , then E s(σ)= E ss(σ)⊕E cs(σ) with dim(E ss(σ))= i andW ss(σ)∩Λ= {σ};
• if ind(σ) ≤ i , then Eu(σ) = E cu(σ)⊕ Euu(σ) with dim(Euu(σ)) = dim(M)− 1− i and
W uu(σ)∩Λ= {σ}.
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Without loss of generality, from now on, we assume that σ admits a partially hyperbolic
splitting for (Dϕt )t∈R of the form E ss ⊕E cs ⊕Eu where dim(E ss)= i andW ss(σ)∩Λ= {σ}.
Up to changing the Riemannianmetric, one can assume that each bundle in the splitting
E ss⊕E cs⊕Eu is orthogonal to the other. Let λ1 ≤λ2 ≤ ·· · ≤λk be all the Lyapunov exponents
of σ along E cs ⊕Eu , where k = dim(E cs ⊕Eu). It remains to prove that E cs ⊕Eu is sectionally
expanding under (Dϕt )t∈R, that is, λ1+λ2 > 0, which in return implies that dim(E cs)= 1.
Let λ = λ1+λ2. For ε > 0, consider a small neighborhoodUσ ⊂ Vσ of σ where one can
define a cone field C cu with respect to E cs ⊕Eu such that
• C cu is (Dϕt )t>T -invariant for some constant T > 0;
• there exists c > 1 such that for any x ∈Uσ, any t > T satisfying {ϕs(x)}s∈[0,t] ⊂Uσ and
any dim(E cs ⊕Eu)-dimensional linear space F ⊂C cu(x), there exists 2-plane P ⊂ F so
that
det(Dϕt |F )≤ c ·e
(λ+ε)t .
Moreover sinceW ss(σ)∩Λ = {σ}, we can assume that RX (x)⊕N u(x) ⊂ C cu(x) for any x ∈
Λ∩Uσ.
Consider the sequence of points yn as in the assumption. Let xn be the first intersection
of the backward orbit of yn with the boundary of Uσ and let tn > 0 the first time that the
forward orbit of xn intersects the boundary ofUσ. In particular,
xn ,ϕtn (xn) ∈ ∂Uσ and yn ∈ {ϕs(xn)}s∈(0,tn ) ⊂Uσ.
Hence there exists a 2-plane P ⊂RX (xn)⊕N u(xn) such that
det(Dϕtn |P )≤ c ·e
(λ+ε)tn . (4)
LetV be the compact isolatingneighborhood in (ii) fromDefinition 1.2. Then there exists
l > 0 such that for any x ∈ ∂Uσ and t > 0 withϕt (x) ∈ ∂Uσ and {ϕs(x)}s∈(0,t) ⊂Uσ, the forward
orbit of ϕt (x) and the backward orbit of x leaveUσ in time smaller than l . Therefore, there
exist sn ,τn ∈ (−0, l ) such that ϕ−sn (xn) ∈ ∂V and ϕtn+τn (xn) ∈ ∂V. From (ii) in Definition 1.2,
there exist c,η> 0 such that
det(Dϕtn+sn+τn |P )≥ c ·e
η(tn+sn+τn) for any 2-plane P ⊂RX (ϕ−sn (xn))⊕N
u(ϕ−sn (xn)). (5)
As sn and τn are uniformly bounded, by Equations (4) and (5), one has λ+ε ≥ η. The arbi-
trariness of ε implies that λ≥ η> 0.
4.4 Uniform and singular hyperbolicities: proof of Theorem C
a. We prove the first item of Theorem C. Let us consider a uniformly hyperbolic set Λ such
that for each σ ∈ Sing(Λ) bothW s(σ)∩Λ \ {σ} andW u(σ)∩Λ \ {σ} are non empty. We first
prove that Sing(X ) = ; since the uniform hyperbolicity along regular orbits in W s(σ) and
W u(σ) gives incompatible stable dimension at σ. The restriction of the splittings E s ⊕RX
and RX ⊕Eu to the normal bundle induces a dominated splitting of the linear Poincaré flow
which satisfies the definition of multi-singular hyperbolicity.
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b. Conversely, if Λ is a multi-singular hyperbolic set which does not contain any singular-
ity, the item (ii) in Definition 1.2 shows that the bundles N s and N u are respectively uni-
formly contracted and uniformly expanded by the linear Poincaré flow, whereas the action
of the differential on the bundleRX remains bounded. Then Proposition 3.4 implies that the
tangent bundle over Λ admits dominated splittings TM = E s ⊕F = E ⊕Eu with dim(E s) =
dim(N s), dim(Eu)= dim(N u). The existence of a finest dominated splitting (see [BDV, Ap-
pendix B.1]) then gives a dominated splitting TM = E s ⊕E c ⊕Eu with dim(E c)= 1. Since the
invariant bundleRX remains bounded, it remains in uniform cones transverse to E s and Eu .
The invariance and the domination then give E c = RX , proving that Λ is uniformly hyper-
bolic. The proof of the first item is complete.
c. We now turn to the second item of Theorem C and consider an invariant compact set Λ
which is singular hyperbolic. We will assume for instance that it has a dominated splitting of
the form TM |Λ = E ss ⊕E cu , as in Definition 1.4.
We first notice that at each point x ∈Λ we have X (x) ∈ E cu(x). Indeed if one assumes by
contradiction that x is regular and satisfies X (x) 6∈ E cu(x), the backward orbit of x remains
uniformly transverse to the bundle E cu and avoids a neighborhood of the singularities. The
α-limit set of x is thus non-singular and (by domination), the restriction of the vector fields
X is tangent to E ss . This is a contradiction since for any probability measure on α(x), the
Lyapunov exponent in the direction of the flow is not negative.
Since X ∈ E cu , the linear Poincaré flow also admits a dominated splittingN =N1⊕N2 of
index dim(E ss), obtainedby intersectingE ss(x)⊕RX (x) andE cu(x) withN (x) at each regular
point x. Moreover for each singularityσ∈Λ, we also haveW ss(σ)∩Λ= {σ}. ConsequentlyΛ
has a singular domination of index dim(E ss). Since E ss is uniformly contracted, the bundle
N1 is uniformly contracted by the linear Poincaré flow.
Let V be a neighborhood of Sing(X )∩Λ. For any regular point x and any unit vector
v ∈N1, the volume growth under the tangent flow Dϕt along the plane spanned by v and
X (x) is equal to ‖Ψt (x).v‖
‖X (ϕt (x))‖
‖X (x)‖ : the singular hyperbolicity implies that there exist T0,η>
0 such that for any x and t > T0, this quantity is larger than exp(2ηt ). When x,ϕt (x) are
outside V , the quotient ‖X (ϕt (x))‖
‖X (x)‖ is bounded away from 0 by a constant 1/C . Choose T > T0
such that exp(ηT ) >C which implies ‖Ψt (x).v‖ ≥ exp(ηt ). This concludes the second item
of Definition 1.2.
Since each singularity is hyperbolic andW s(σ)∩Λ\{σ} 6= ;, there exists a stable direction
inside E cu(σ). The singular hyperbolicity implies that E cu(σ) decomposes as E cu(σ) = E c ⊕
Eu with dim(E c)= 1. We have thus proved that each singularity is Lorenz like. This ends the
proof thatΛ is multi-singular hyperbolic.
d. Finally we consider amulti-singularhyperbolic setΛwith a singular dominated splitting
N =N s ⊕N u as in Definition 1.2 and we assume that at any singularityσ ∈Λ:
• bothW s(σ)∩Λ\ {σ} andW u(σ)∩Λ\ {σ} are non empty,
• there exists a dominated splitting TσM = E ss ⊕E c⊕Euu , where E ss ,Euu have the same
dimensions as N s ,N u and where E c is a stable line.
The case where E c(σ) is an unstable line for all singularityσ can be handled analogously. Up
to changing the metric, the splitting can be assumed orthogonal at each space TσM .
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The singular domination implies that at each singularity eitherW ss(σ)∩Λ\{σ} orW u(σ)∩
Λ\ {σ} is empty. Since E c is contracting andW u(σ)∩Λ\ {σ} 6= ;, one concludes that
W ss(σ)∩Λ\ {σ}=;. (6)
We then prove the uniform contraction of the bundle N s under the flow (Ψt ). Let us con-
sider any regular x ∈Λ and any t > 0.
We choose η0,T0 > 0 and a small open neighborhoodV of Sing(X )∩Λ as in the item (ii) of
Definition 1.2: if x andϕt (x) do not belong toV and t ≥ T0, one has ‖Ψt |N s (x)‖ ≤ exp(−η0t ).
If the orbit (ϕs(x))s∈[0,t] is contained inV , the property (6) implies that RX (ϕs(x)) is close
to a line in E c ⊕Euu . Then the dominated splittingN s ⊕N u and the fact that E ss is orthog-
onal to E c ⊕Eu imply that N s(ϕs(x)) is close to E ss(σ). Consequently, there exist η1,T1 > 0
such that if t ≥ T1, then ‖Ψt |N s (x)‖ ≤ exp(−η1t ). We chooseC > 0 such that for any piece of
orbit of length t ≤max(T0,T1), we have ‖Ψt |N s (x)‖ ≤C . We also set η=min(η0,η1).
If the orbit segment (ϕs(x))s∈[0,t] is not entirely contained in V , we consider the largest
interval [t1, t2] ⊂ [0, t ] such that ϕti (x) ∉ V (we take t1 = 0 provided that x ∈ V ). Then the
previous estimates give
‖Ψt |N s (x)‖ ≤C
3
·exp(3η(T1+T0)) ·exp(−ηt ).
This shows that N s is uniformly contracted by the linear Poincaré flow. By Proposition 3.4,
there exists a dominated splitting TM |Λ = E ss ⊕F with dim(E ss)= dim(N s).
Any ergodic measure µ on Λ is
• either supportedon a Lorenz-like singularityσ: by definition the sumof the two small-
est Lyapunov exponents along F (σ)= E cu is positive,
• or a regularmeasure having one vanishing Lyapunov exponent along X and other pos-
itive Lyapunov exponents along F due to Proposition 4.2.
This implies that for the tangent flow above Λ, the volume along 2-planes contained in F
grow exponentially and the setΛ is singular hyperbolic.
The proof of Theorem C is now complete.
5 Renormalization of multi-singular hyperbolicity
In this section we compare Definition 1.2 with the definition given by Bonatti and da Luz
in [BdL]. We first recall some terminology about extended flows.
5.1 The extendedmaximal invariant set
Let X ∈X 1(M), andΛ be an invariant compact set. Let σ ∈Λ be a hyperbolic singularity
and consider the finest dominated splitting for (Dϕt )t∈R:
TσM = E
s
k ⊕≺ · · ·⊕≺ E
s
1⊕≺ E
u
1 ⊕≺ · · ·⊕≺ E
u
l .
Let i be the smallest integer such that the strong stablemanifold of σ tangent to E sk ⊕·· ·⊕E
s
i
intersects Λ only at σ. The space E ssσ,Λ := E
s
k ⊕ ·· · ⊕E
s
i is called escaping stable space of σ
in Λ. Analogously, we define the escaping unstable space of σ in Λ, and we denote it as
Euuσ,Λ := E
s
j⊕·· ·⊕E
s
l . Now, the center space atσ is defined asE
c
σ,Λ= E
s
i−1⊕·· ·⊕E
s
1⊕E
u
1⊕·· ·⊕E
u
j−1.
We will denote by Pcσ,Λ the projective space of the center space E
c
σ,Λ.
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Definition 5.1. Let X ∈X 1(M) and Λ be an invariant compact set whose singularities are all
hyperbolic. The extended invariant set ofΛ is the compact subset of G 1 defined by
B(X ,Λ)=
{
RX (x) : x ∈Λ\Sing(X )
}
∪
⋃
σ∈Sing(X )∩Λ
P
c
σ,Λ.
Proposition 5.2 (Proposition 38 in [BdL]). Let X ∈X 1(M) andU be a compact set whose sin-
gularities are all hyperbolic. LetΛX ,U be themaximal invariant set of X inU. Then there exists
a C 1-neighborhood U of X where the map Y ∈U 7→B(Y ,ΛU ,X ) is upper semi-continuous.
5.2 Renormalization cocycle associated to a hyperbolic singularity
Let X ∈X 1(M) and let us consider the subset of G 1 defined by
M˜X =
{
RX (x) : x ∈M \Sing(X )
}
∪
⋃
σ∈Sing(X )
G
1(σ).
A real-valued cocycle over (ϕ̂t )t∈R is a continuous function H : M˜X ×R→ (0,+∞) such that
H(L, t + s)=H(L, t ) ·H(ϕ̂t (L), s) for any t , s ∈R and L ∈ M˜X .
We will write H(L, t )= ht (L) and H = (ht )t∈R.
Definition 5.3. Let X ∈X 1(M) and let σ be a hyperbolic singularity. A cocycle (ht )t∈R over
the flow (ϕ̂t )t∈R is a renormalization cocycle at σ if
• there exist a neighborhoodUσ of σ and C > 1 such that for any x ∈Uσ, L ∈ G 1(x)∩ M˜X
and t ∈R satisfying ϕt (x) ∈Uσ, one has
C−1 <
ht (L)
‖Dϕt |L‖
<C ;
• for any small neighborhood W of σ, there exists CW > 1 such that for any x ∈ M \W ,
L ∈G 1(x)∩ M˜X and t ∈R satisfying ϕt (x) ∈M \W , one has C−1W < h
t (L)<CW .
At any hyperbolic singularity σ, there exists a renormalization cocycle, and it is unique
up to multiplication by a cocycle bounded away from 0 and +∞ (see Theorem 1 in [BdL]).
The following property appears in the Corollary 63 of [BdL] and justifies the renormal-
ization by the cocycle (ht ).
Proposition 5.4. Let X ∈ X 1(M), let σ be a Lorenz-like singularity with splitting TσM =
E s ⊕E c ⊕Euu and let PE csσ denote the projective space of E
s ⊕E c , so that the extended linear
Poincaré flow admits a dominated splitting N s ⊕N u with dim(N s)= dim(E s) over PE csσ .
If (ht ) is a renormalization cocycle at σ, then the cocycle (ht ·Ψ̂t |N s ) contracts uniformly.
5.3 Bonatti-da Luz’s definition
We can now recall the definition introducted in [BdL].
Definition 5.5. Let X ∈X 1(M). An invariant compact setΛ ismulti-singular hyperbolic (in
the sense of Bonatti-da Luz) if:
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i. The singularities σ ∈Λ are hyperbolic. We fix a renormalization cocycle (htσ) at each σ.
ii. The extended linear Poincaré flow admits a dominated splitting N s ⊕N u over B(X ,Λ).
iii. There exists a subset S+ ⊂ Sing(X )∩Λ such that the cocycle (ht+ ·Ψ̂t |N s ) is uniformly con-
tracting, where ht+ =
∏
σ∈S+h
t
σ.
iv. There exists a subset S− ⊂ Sing(X )∩Λ such that the cocyle (ht− · Ψ̂t |N u ) is uniformly ex-
panding, where ht− =
∏
σ∈S−h
t
σ.
One says that X is multi-singular hyperbolic in a compact set U if the maximal invariant set
of X inU is multi-singular hyperbolic.
Remark 4. Under the assumption that W s(σ)∩Λ \ {σ} 6= ; and W u(σ)∩Λ \ {σ} 6= ; for all
singularities σ ∈ Λ, the set S+ (resp. S−) has to coincide with the set of singularities whose
stable dimension is dim(N s)+1 (resp. dim(N s)) (see the proof of Proposition 5.6).
We then compare Definitions 1.2 and 5.5. We first show that the first implies the second.
Theorem D. Let X ∈ X 1(M) and let Λ be an invariant compact set. If Λ satisfies Defini-
tion 1.2, then it satisfies Definition 5.5.
Proof. Let N s ⊕N u be the dominated splitting for the linear Poincaré flow overΛ\Sing(X )
as inDefinition 1.2. It extends to the closure inG 1, hence to {RX (x) : x ∈Λ\Sing(X )}. Let i be
its index. Let us consider a singularityσ∈Λ, and let us assume that it has the splittingTσM =
E ss ⊕E c ⊕Eu , with dim(E ss) = i and dim(E c) = 1, andW ss(σ)∩Λ \ {σ} = ; (the other cases
can be addressed analogously). Then Pcσ,Λ is contained in the projective space associated
to E c ⊕Eu . By Proposition 5.4, there exists a dominated splitting of index i for the extended
normal flow over Pcσ,Λ. Hence the dominated splitting extends to B(X ,Λ).
We now check the item (iii) of Definition 5.5 (the item (iv) is checked analogously). The
set S+ is the set of singularities in Λ with a dominated splitting TσM = E s ⊕E c ⊕Euu and let
(ht+) be the associated cocycle. In order to prove that (h
t
+ · Ψ̂t |N s ) is uniformly contracting,
we have to prove that for any ergodic probability µ̂ on B(X ,Λ), there exists T > 0 such that∫
loghT+ + log‖Ψ̂T |N s‖d µ̂< 0. (7)
Proposition 5.4 proves that it is the case for the measures supported on the invariant sets
P
c
σ,Λ ⊂ PE
cs
σ associated to singularities σ ∈ S+. For singularities σ ∈ S−, P
c
σ,Λ is contained
in the projective space of PE cuσ , above which the cocycle (Ψ̂t |N s ) is uniformly contracting;
since (ht+) is bounded, the property (7) holds for measures supportedP
c
σ,Λ also in this case.
It remains to consider ergodic measures µ̂ which projects on a regular measure ν on Λ.
For each T > 0 we have∫
loghT+ + log‖Ψ̂T |N s‖d µ̂=
∫
loghT+ + log‖ΨT |N s‖dν. (8)
By Theorem B, X satisfies the star property on a neighborhood of Λ. By the proof of Theo-
rem 5.6 in [SGW], each regular ergodic measure ν supported on Λ is accumulated by peri-
odic measures δγn supported on periodic orbits γn contained in a small neighborhood ofΛ.
Hence, there exists a sequence of periodic orbits γn such that δγn tends to ν. Notice that the
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singular domination overΛ can be extended continuously to themaximal invariant set of X
inU by Theorem A, which implies∫
loghT+ + log‖ΨT |N s‖dν= limn→∞
∫
loghT+ + log‖ΨT |N s‖dδγn . (9)
On γn , the cocycle (ht+) is bounded away from 0 and +∞. Birkhoff ergodic theorem gives
∫
loghT+ dδγn =
∫
lim
k→∞
1
k
k−1∑
i=0
loghT+(ϕiT (p))dδγn =
∫
lim
k→∞
1
k
hkT+ (p)dδγn = 0. (10)
The star property and Theorem 2.2 give T > 0 and η> 0 so that
∫
log‖ΨT |N s‖dδγn =
∫
lim
k→∞
1
k
log
k−1∏
i=0
‖ΨT (ϕiT (p))|N s‖dδγn ≤−η. (11)
The Equations (8), (9), (10) and (11) together imply (7) for the regular measure µ̂.
Then we show the converse under a mild condition.
Theorem E. Let X ∈ X 1(M) and Λ be an invariant compact set whose singularities σ sat-
isfy W s(σ)∩Λ \ {σ} 6= ; and W u(σ)∩Λ \ {σ} 6= ;. If Λ satisfies Definition 5.5, it also satisfies
Definition 1.2.
We need an auxiliary result before proving Theorem E.
Proposition 5.6. Let X ∈X 1(M) andΛ be an invariant compact set satisfying Definition 5.5.
Then any singularityσ ∈Λ such thatW s(σ)∩Λ\{σ} 6= ; andW u(σ)∩Λ\{σ} 6= ; is Lorenz-like.
Moreover if σ has the splitting TσM = E ss ⊕E cs ⊕Eu , thenW ss(σ)∩Λ= {σ}.
Proof. Let N s ⊕N u be the domination over B(X ,Λ) for the extended linear Poincaré flow
as in Definition 5.5 and let σ ∈U be a singularity as in the statement of the proposition. By
assumption, the center space Pc (σ,U ) contains lines Ls ⊂ E s(σ) and Lu ⊂ Eu(σ). Without
loss of generality, one assumes that dim(E s(σ)) > dim(N s). Applying Proposition 2.1 to the
domination over Pc (σ,U ) for the extended linear Poincaré flow, there exists a dominated
splitting TσM = E ss ⊕E cs ⊕Eu for the tangent flow with dim(E ss)= dim(N s).
We claim thatW ss(σ)∩Λ= {σ}. If one assumes by contradiction that this does not hold,
there exists a line Ls ⊂ E ss which belongs to Pcσ,Λ, consequently, there exists a line in E
ss⊕Eu
which is not contained inE ss∪Eu and belongs toPcσ,Λ ⊂B(X ,Λ). This contradicts the second
item of Proposition 2.1.
In particular Ls ⊂ E cs(σ). Up to changing the metric, one can assume that the splitting
TσM = E ss⊕E cs⊕Eu is orthogonal. Then E cs(σ)⊂N u(Lu). In order to satisfy the item (iv) of
Definition 5.5, the bundleN u over Pcσ,Λ has to be renormalized by the cocycle (h
t
σ), proving
that σ belongs to S−.
From the first item of Definition 5.3 and item (iv) in Definition 5.5, (‖Dϕt |Ls‖ ·Ψ̂t |N u (Ls))
is uniformly expanding along the orbit of Ls ∈Pcσ,Λ. This implies that E
cs = Ls is one-dimen-
sional and that the Lyapunov exponentλc along E cs and the smallest Lyapunov exponentλu
along Eu satisfy λc +λu > 0. Hence σ is Lorenz-like.
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Proof of Theorem E. Let N s ⊕N u be the dominated splitting given by Definition 5.5 and
let i be its index. By Proposition 5.6, each singularity in Λ has a dominated splitting TσM =
E ss⊕E c⊕Euu with dim(E c)= 1, dim(E ss)= i and eitherW ss(σ)∩Λ= {σ} orW uu(σ)∩Λ= {σ}.
This proves thatΛ admits a singular domination of index i .
For each singularity σ ∈ Λ, let (htσ) be the renormalization cocycle at σ and consider a
small closed neighborhoodVσ of σ such that
• the maximal invariant set of (ϕt )t∈R in Vσ is σ;
• Vσ is contained in the neighborhood of σ given in the first item of Definition 5.3.
Taking the neighborhoods Vσ small enough, one can assume that they are pairwise disjoint
and letC (σ)> 1 be the constant associated to Vσ by the second item in Definition 5.3 . Take
C =
∏
σ∈Sing(X )∩Λ
C (σ).
By Definition 5.5, there exists η> 0 such that for each L ∈B(X ,Λ), one has for any t large
‖ht+(L) ·Ψ̂t |N s(L)‖ < e
−2ηt and ‖h−t− ·Ψ̂−t |N u(L)‖ < e
−2ηt .
Fix T large such that C · e−ηT < 1. Now, for any x ∈ Λ and t > T such that x and ϕt (x) are
disjoint from V :=∪σ∈Sing(X )∩UVσ, denoting L =RX (x), then one has
‖Ψt |N s (x)‖ <C · ‖h
t
+(L) ·Ψ̂t |N s(L)‖ ≤ e
−ηt .
Similarly, one can show ‖Ψ−t |N u (x)‖ < e−ηt .
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